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Abstract Numerous paper-based newspapers have been
transformed into a digital format and published on the In-
ternet. Digital newspapers are gradually becoming a popu-
lar electronic media for conveying information immediately.
Google developed a powerful news service, Google news
alert, based on the Google news aggregator for tracking
user-interested new events utilizing a keywords matching
approach. However, this service only monitors and tracks
news events using the keyword-matching scheme; conse-
quently, the Google news alert retrieves many irrelevant
news events and sends them to users. In other words, the
current service cannot monitor news events via a specific
news topic; although recall rate is high, the precision rate
is low when tracking user-interested news events. Thus, this
study presents a novel personalized e-news monitoring agent
system that employs the topic-tracking-based approach, im-
proving the flaw of the keyword-based approach, for track-
ing user-interested news events on Google News site. The
proposed scheme simultaneously considers both similari-
ties and the semantic relationships among news topics to
track news events. Additionally, to further support the pro-
motion of the accuracy rate in tracking user-interested Chi-
nese news events, the Chinese word segmentation system
ECScanner (An Extension Chinese Lexicon Scanner) with
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new word extension is proposed for the Chinese word seg-
mentation process. Experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed scheme, based on topic-based approach, is su-
perior to the keyword-based approach used by Google news
alert in terms of precision rate, and retains a high recall rate
when tracking user-interested news events. Compared with
the conventional Chinese word segmentation system CKIP
(Chinese Knowledge Information Processing), experimental
results also confirmed that using the proposed ECScanner
with novel extension mechanism for new words improves
the accuracy rate in tracking user-interested news events.
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1 Introduction

The World Wide Web has become the predominant elec-
tronic media for information delivery. Traditional paper-
based newspapers are expanding their services by providing
on-line news on the World Wide Web to increase their com-
petitiveness and profits. News documents frequently contain
information that is useful and valuable when investigating
social development trends, stock investments [1–7], and de-
cision making analysis [8, 9]. Although many commercial
portals provide immediate on-line news using a basic search
mechanism and categorize news articles for users, few news
web sites provide intelligent schemes for news services. Ac-
tually, reading or monitoring everyday news stories from the
Internet is a difficult and time-consuming job for modern hu-
mans. Developing intelligent mechanisms for news services
has practical needs.

To survey past studies, few studies have paid atten-
tion to exploring news articles for information retrieval
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or value-added information in recent years. Some related
studies were briefly summarized and compared with this
study herein. Shah and Elbahesh [10] proposed a clustering
scheme for news topics based on similarity measures that
provides categorized news events for user browsing. Maria
and Silva [11] created a classification scheme for news top-
ics to retrieve interested news themes using a support vec-
tor machine. Kurtz and Mostafa [12] proposed an approach
for tracking user-interested news topics based on a keyword-
matching technique and clustering scheme. Moreover, Lam
and Cheung et al. [13] developed a matching algorithm
that translates unknown English vocabularies into the cor-
responding Chinese characters. Allan and Papka et al. [14]
proposed utilizing similarity measures to track the history
of specific news events, and Lee et al. [15] proposed a novel
scheme for constructing a fuzzy ontology based on a domain
ontology and applied it to effectively summarize weather
forecast news. These studies above-mentioned mainly fo-
cused on exploring the category of a news event by a clas-
sification or clustering scheme, but tracking the long-term
developing tracks of a news story from the Internet has not
been significantly concerned yet in these studies. The long-
term developing tracks of a news story often contain richer
information which is potentially valuable to be explored for
value-added applications than a single news event.

Additionally, previous studies [1–9] have indicated that
a relationship exists between news articles and stock prices.
Predicting stock price movement based on news articles is
an emerging topic in the data-mining field [16]. Wiithrich
et al. [4, 6] proposed using information contained in arti-
cles published on the Internet to predict stock market prices.
Peramunetilleke et al. [7] investigated how money market
news headlines can be utilized to forecast intraday currency
exchange rate movements. Furthermore, several studies uti-
lized text documents for stock price predictions [3–6].

To monitor developing tracks of on-line e-news events
effectively and efficiently, an aided e-news event monitor-
ing agent system that assists individuals in obtaining user-
interested news events immediately based on news topics
is urgently needed. Google has developed a unique news
service for monitoring the developing tracks of an online
news story, Google news alert [17], based on the Google
news aggregator to track user-interested news events us-
ing a keyword-matching scheme and send tracking results
to users based on individual requirements via e-mail. How-
ever, this service only monitors and tracks news events us-
ing a keyword-matching scheme; consequently, many irrel-
evant news events are retrieved, resulting in a high recall
rate and low precision rate. To improve the performance of
Google news alert, this study primarily focuses on develop-
ing a personalized e-news monitoring agent system based on
the proposed topic-tracking-based scheme for tracking user-
interested Chinese news events.

Experimental results indicated that the proposed topic-
tracking-based scheme has a better precision rate than the
keyword-based approach used by Google news alert and re-
tains a satisfactory recall rate while tracking user-interested
news events. Moreover, Foo’s study [18] indicated that an ef-
fective Chinese word segmentation process can increase the
probability of a query-document match, thus enhancing the
accuracy of information retrieval. Although the CKIP (Chi-
nese Knowledge Information Processing) with new word
guessing [19] is the most frequently used Chinese word seg-
mentation system as well as won the first prize in the com-
petition of the first international Chinese word segmenta-
tion bakeoff [20] among 6 participating systems for tradi-
tional Chinese texts in 2003, it is a general purpose Chi-
nese word segmentation system developed by the top re-
search institute Academia Sinica in Taiwan. Thus, it cannot
segment domain-specific Chinese texts like financial news
articles well. To promote further the accuracy rate of track-
ing user-interested news events, the Chinese word segmenta-
tion system CKIP is replaced by the proposed Chinese word
segmentation system ECScanner that has a new word ex-
tension mechanism [21] to assist Chinese word segmenta-
tion when tracking user-interested news events. Experimen-
tal results show that ECScanner with new word extension
mechanism is superior to CKIP in identifying meaningful
Chinese words, clearly enhancing the accuracy of tracking
user-interested news events.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Problem description for tracking user-interested news events
from Google news aggregator is first explained in Sect. 2.
The system architecture of the proposed personalized e-
news event monitoring agent system is detailed in Sect. 3.
Section 4 proposes a novel Chinese word segmentation sys-
tem ECScanner for supporting the accuracy promotion of
tracking user-interested news events, and Sect. 5 explains
the proposed two-phase scheme for tracking user-interested
news events. Sections 6 and 7 present experimental results
and discussion, respectively. Finally, the conclusion is stated
in Sect. 8.

2 Problem description

Google news aggregator currently accesses nearly 10,000
news sources on the Internet via an automatic crawler pro-
gram. The content from these sources is presented as news
stories/categories in a searchable format on the web [22].
Without regard to political viewpoint or ideology, leading
stories selected automatically by a computer algorithm are
viewed as headlines on the Google news home page. Google
news uses an automated process to group related head-
lines together into a news story/category, which, in some
cases, enables people to access different viewpoints on the
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Fig. 1 The user interface of
Google news alert for English
language family [17]

same story/category [22]. News topics are updated contin-
uously throughout the day and readers can view new sto-
ries/categories by checking the Google news website, sub-
scribing to Google news alerts via email, or activating a
Really Simple Syndication (RSS). Based on our evaluation,
the automated process conducts a very high accuracy rate,
even it does not lose in manual classification. The Google
news service is currently tailored to 22 international audi-
ences [22].

Google alerts currently offer three types of alerts: News,
Web, and News and Web [17]. The Google news alert is
an email message notifying a user of new articles appear-
ing in the top 10 results of a Google news search [17].
When a user sets up a news alert, the frequency selected
(daily, weekly, or as it happens) determines how frequently
Google checks for news, not necessarily how often a user
receives alerts. Google news alert provides different user in-
terfaces to track news articles for various language families.
Figure 1 displays the user interface for Google news alert
for the English language family. To evaluate the drawbacks
of Google news alert while tracking user-interested news
events, a large amount of news titles randomly selected from
Google news site was used as user queries to assess the ac-
curacy rate of tracking user-interested news events. Based
on our test results, this study determined that Google news
alert can only set up short keywords when monitoring user-
interested news events, and cannot set up an entire news
event relating to the setting news event due to the keyword
matching scheme for tracking news events. The keyword
matching scheme easily gathers too many off-topic results.
Google FAQ documents suggest that users can refine key-
words to increase the accuracy of tracking user-interested
news events according to advanced search results via heuris-
tic tries [23]. The approach suggested by Google is clearly
not a good solution.

Therefore, this study employed a topic-tracking-based
scheme to improve the flaw of the keyword-based approach

employed by Google news alert for tracking user-interested
Chinese news events. This study mainly focused on a user
must first specify his/her interested news topics by providing
complete news titles and similarity thresholds through the
user interface for determining user-interested news events,
then the proposed news events monitoring agent assists the
user to track the news events related to the user specified in-
terested news event by the proposed two-phase scheme. In
the study, the user-interested news events are defined as: a
user feels valuable news events that he/she would pay at-
tention to their long-term developing tracks in the future. In
other words, the study aims at tracking the long-term de-
veloping tracks of a user specified interested news topic,
not exploring user-interested news events based on users’
news reading or browsing behavior. Therefore, providing
complete title words of a news event is enough to track
the news events relating to a user specified interested news
event. Modeling users preferences for users’ news reading
or browsing behavior by certain quantitative user modeling
technique is not the focused issue of this study. The follow-
ing sections explain the proposed scheme in detail.

3 System architecture

This study presents a personalized news event monitoring
agent system that contains both a news archive module and
personalized news service module to track user-interested
news events on the Google News site. Figure 2 presents the
system architecture. The news archive module automatically
archives news event metadata extracted using a metadata
extraction process from the Google news aggregator via a
crawler agent scheduled by a scheduling agent. These re-
trieved metadata, including the news story title, published
medium, reporter, location, date, news body, and hyperlink
to the original published medium, are stored in the news
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Fig. 2 System architecture of
the personalized e-news event
monitoring agent system

database. Among these seven retrieval new event metadata,
news titles are further subjected to Chinese word segmenta-
tion process using CKIP, and the proposed ECScanner for
utilizing to track user-interested Chinese news events. Fur-
thermore, the personalized news service module primarily
contains the news event monitoring agent that tracks and dis-
patches user-interested news events to individuals via a short
message to cell phones or e-mail to mailboxes when user-
interested news events appear on the Google News site. The
user interface agent displays tracking results of news events
based on individual user preferences in the user profile data-
base. The user profile database records individual user pref-
erences including the interested news titles, assigned thresh-
old of similarity measure, dispatching frequency, and dis-
patching mode for tracking user-interested news events from
Google News site. The user account database records regis-
tration information of individuals including accounts, pass-
words, e-mail boxes, and cell phone numbers.

3.1 System components

The system components of the proposed personalized news
event monitoring agent system are introduced in detail in
this section. A computing entity that performs user dele-
gated tasks autonomously is defined as an intelligent agent
herein [24].

3.1.1 News crawler agent

The news crawler agent automatically retrieves news events
from the Google news aggregator according to running time
established in the schedule agent. The extracted news events
is then passed to the metadata extraction process for parsing
important metadata, such as the news title, reporter, medium,
date, location, body text, and hyperlink to the original pub-
lished medium.

3.1.2 Schedule agent

The schedule agent is the control center and coordinates op-
erations between the news crawler agent and the news event-
monitoring agent in the proposed e-news event monitoring
agent system. The schedule agent can fine tune news extrac-
tion strategies in the news crawler agent based on a detected
Internet flow rate.

3.1.3 Metadata extraction process

The metadata extraction process extracts important news
metadata based on news templates in Google news aggre-
gator. As the news templates in the Google news aggrega-
tor are organized by HTML tags, the metadata extraction
process identifies news metadata according to the character-
istics of front and rear HTML tags with extracted metadata.
However, observing the characteristics of HTML tags for
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extracting news metadata must be first performed by man-
power, and then a software program is designed to success-
fully identify useful metadata from HTML documents based
on regular expressions.

3.1.4 Chinese word segmentation process

The Chinese word segmentation process segments a Chi-
nese news title into several separate Chinese words for eval-
uating the similarities between user-interested news events
and news events in the news database gathered from Google
News site. This process is very important since it affects
the accuracy rate in tracking user-interested news events.
Since news events frequently contain words that seldom ap-
pear in previous news events, a Chinese word segmentation
system with a fixed word lexicon for the word segmenta-
tion process cannot satisfy the requirement of segmenting
Chinese news titles. In this study, the Chinese word seg-
mentation system with a new words’ extension mechanism,
ECScanner [21], is proposed to perform the Chinese word
segmentation process. This system is discusses in detail in
Sect. 4.2.

3.1.5 User interface agent

The user interface agent is a user-friendly interface for set-
ting detailed conditions for tracking user-interested news
events and displays tracking results. Moreover, the user in-
terface agent also provides an interface where a user can di-
rectly observe his/her tracking news when he/she has logged
in the system. This agent can autonomously coordinate with
the news event monitoring agent based on the user profile
database for tracking user-interested news events.

3.1.6 News event monitoring agent

The news event-monitoring agent tracks whether user-
interested news events are published on the Google new site.
When user-interested news events are identified, the news
events agent sends a message to the message dispatching
process for dispatching the news events to individual users.
The detailed scheme for implementing the news events mon-
itoring agent for tracking user-interested news events is in-
troduced in Sect. 5.

3.1.7 Message dispatching process

The message dispatching process sends the identified news
events to individual users via a short message to cell phones
or e-mail to mailboxes. If a user-interested news event has
already been dispatched to the user, the proposed system
will disable a dispatching flag to avoid repeatedly dispatch-
ing the news event. Therefore, only the new news is dis-
patched to a user.

3.2 System operation procedure

The following is the system operation procedure for the pro-
posed news event monitoring agent (Fig. 2).

Step 1. The schedule agent senses the Internet environ-
ment to coordinate the news crawler agent for extracting
required news events from the assigned news sites that
archive news events.

Step 2. News events with an HTML format retrieved from
the news events crawler agent are then subjected to the
metadata extraction process. In this process, all redun-
dant tags in retrieved news events are filtered out to pre-
serve useful tags for extracting significant metadata, such
as news story title, reporter, media, location, date, news
body, and hyperlink to the original published medium.

Step 3. News story titles are then subjected to the Chinese
word segmentation process by CKIP or the proposed EC-
Scanner, thereby obtaining separate Chinese phrases for
tracking user-interested news events using the proposed
two-phase scheme based on a vector space model.

Step 4. These separated Chinese phrases obtained from
news titles are stored in the news database.

Step 5. Users log onto the personalized e-news event mon-
itoring agent system using a legal account for tracking in-
terested news events.

Step 6. The system identifies a user account to determine
whether a user can log onto this system.

Step 7. If a user has a legal account, the system then re-
trieves the user’s preferences to the user interface agent for
modification or adding new event topics to be tracked. Fig-
ure 3 presents the user interface utilized when setting user
preferences. When a user finishes modifying or adding
news topics, the system uploads the new user preferences
to the user profile database. In this study, a user can spec-
ify his/her preferences including interested news topics,
similarity threshold for determining user-interested news
events, news dispatching frequency, and news dispatching
mode through the user interface. Currently, the importance
of each user-interested news event is served as equivalent.

Step 8. The news event monitoring agent tracks news
events according to user preferences obtained from the user
profile database.

Step 9. User-interested news events are retrieved from the
news database based on user preferences in the user profile
database.

Step 10. Retrieved user-interested news events are sent to
the message dispatching process.

Step 11. The system dispatches the retrieved user-interested
news events via a short message to individual cell phones
or e-mail to individual mailboxes. Figure 4 presents results
of the tracking news events dispatched by e-mail. The dis-
patching messages through cell phone or e-mail include
news title, hyperlink to the original news medium, news
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Fig. 3 The user interface for setting user’s preference

Fig. 4 The dispatching results
of the tracking user-interested
news events by e-mail

publisher, published date of news, and news body of the
first paragraph.

4 The proposed Chinese word segmentation system for
supporting the accuracy promotion of tracking
user-interested news events

This section presents a word segmentation system with ex-
tension of news words for the accuracy promotion of track-
ing user-interested news events. First of all, the impor-
tance of word segmentation process for Chinese texts is ad-
dressed in Sect. 4.1. Section 4.2 details the proposed Chi-
nese word segmentation system ECScanner with extension
of new words.

4.1 Chinese word segmentation

Identifying English or the other western languages texts
into distinct words is natural and trivial task. By contrast,
it is a very challenge and difficult task for Chinese texts,
since Chinese texts consist of a string of ideographic char-
acters without any blanks to mark word boundaries between
words except for punctuation signs at the end of each sen-
tence, and occasional commas within sentences [18]. There-
fore, it is well known that there are two major difficulties
in Chinese word segmentation. One is resolving the am-
biguous segmentation, and another is identifying unknown
words [20]. However, the word segmentation is a necessary
step in processing Chinese texts, such as machine transla-
tion, Chinese text mining and information retrieval. To sur-
vey the past studies [25, 26], developing Chinese word seg-
mentation techniques mainly focused on three approaches
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including the lexicon-based identification scheme, statistics-
based word identification scheme, and hybrid word iden-
tification scheme. The basic technique for identifying dis-
tinct words from Chinese texts is based on the lexicon-based
identification scheme [27], which performs word segmen-
tation process using string matching algorithms supported
by a well prepared lexicon with sufficient amount of lexi-
cal entries which covers all of the Chinese words as pos-
sible. However, such a large lexicon is difficult to be con-
structed or maintained by manpower since the set of words
is open-ended. Therefore, many used words in Chinese texts
for word segmentation are often out-of-lexicon words due to
insufficient amount of lexical entries so that the accuracy of
Chinese word segmentation is degraded. The extraction of
new words becomes a key technology for the lexicon-based
Chinese word segmentation systems [20].

The CKIP [19] was designed to perform word segmen-
tation for Chinese documents in general domains. How-
ever, CKIP cannot handle Chinese news titles or arti-
cles well in some particular domains such as the finan-
cial news domain. For example, the CKIP conducted Chi-
nese word segmentation process for the financial news ti-
tle “ (UMC stock price is rising
and price recovery finished during trading)” as “ (UMC)/

(Stock Price)/ (Trend)/ (Rising)/ (Trading)/
(Finish).” The segmentation result suggests that the

word “ (Price Recovery)” is not viewed as a meaning-
ful word because the current word lexicon in CKIP did not
contain the word “ (Price Recovery).” Except adopting
new word guessing scheme, maintaining the word lexicon
manually is a major routine task for the promotion of Chi-
nese word segmentation capability in CKIP [19]. However,
maintaining a Chinese word lexicon by human power is a
time-consuming and inefficient job. In particular, Chinese
word segmentation systems with fixed lexicon are very dif-
ficult to handle the contents that vary highly with time well,
such as Web or news texts, because they generate new words
frequently. A Chinese word segmentation system with new
word extension can overcome the above-mentioned problem
as well as provide benefit in terms of enhancing the accuracy
rate when tracking user-interested news events.

4.2 The proposed Chinese word segmentation system with
extension of new words

To solve the problem of new words occurring frequently in
news articles, this study presents a uniformity-based new
word discovery scheme for Chinese news titles to enhance
the Chinese word segmentation system and accuracy rate in
tracking user-interested news events. Although inducing the
appearance opportunity and position of new words from the
combination of Chinese linguistic words is difficult, mean-
ingful new words in news articles always have a high fre-
quency of appearing in most news articles [28–33]. If a word

is meaningful and can be considered a new word in Google
news titles, then it should appear in numerous news events
in the same news story/category, rather than being concen-
trated in a few news events in a news story/category [34].
Based on the property, this study proposes a uniformity-
based new word discovery approach that can assist the Chi-
nese word segmentation system CScanner [35] in extend-
ing its Chinese word lexicon automatically, thus speeding
up its Chinese word segmentation capability. CScanner, an
open-source Chinese lexical scanner based on two variants
of the maximum matching heuristic of word identification,
was developed for the Chinese word segmentation process.
In this study, the Chinese word lexicon in CScanner was
improved using the proposed new word extension mecha-
nism. The CScanner combined with the new word extension
mechanism is called ECScanner [21] herein. The ECScan-
ner is currently published at http://dlll.nccu.edu.tw/~rank/
ecscanner/ and opens to provide Chinese word segmenta-
tion serviced by the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
web service mechanism.

Suppose a Chinese news title is composed of n separated
words, the number of combinations of word segmentation
from 1-gram to n-grams can be computed as

CNi =
n∑

i=1

(n − i + 1) (1)

where CNi represents the number of combinations of i-gram
in a Chinese news title, n is the total number of separated
Chinese words in a Chinese news title.

All combinations of word segmentation from 1-gram to
n-grams for a Chinese news title composed of n separated
words are considered as possible new words, the employed
uniformity measure is then utilized to evaluate their quali-
ties for new word discovery [34]. The uniformity of possible
new word t contained in news category c can be measured
as

Uct = −
n∑

d=1

ptd logptd; ptd = tftd∑n
d=1 tftd

(2)

where ptd is the probability that the possible new word t oc-
curs in the news event d of news category c, tftd is the word
frequency of the possible new word t in the news event d ,
and n is the total number of news events categorized in the
news category c.

In (2), when computing uniformity of a possible new
word extracted from a Google news title exceeds an assigned
uniformity threshold, this Chinese word can then be viewed
as a candidate new word conveying meaningful informa-
tion related to the news category. Furthermore, the candi-
date new word must be compared with the original Chinese
word lexicon to determine whether the candidate word is a
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new word. Candidate new words not contained in the orig-
inal word lexicon are considered new words in this study.
Since the original Chinese lexicon has been stored in a rela-
tional database in the employed Chinese word segmentation
system, adopting SQL query for comparing candidate new
words with original Chinese lexicon is the simplest method.
However, the executing performance will gradually decline
with fast growth of archiving news events if this method was
employed. To speed up the executing performance of com-
paring candidate new words with original Chinese lexicon,
uploading the original Chinese lexicon into memory based
on various gram words was adopted to effectively promot-
ing executing performance in the study. That is, the strategy
of searching relational database is replaced by the strategy
of searching memory.

Moreover, subsets of discovered new words are fre-
quently in the original word lexicon. For example, the dis-
covered quadgram of “ (Semiconductor Foundry)”
can been segmented into the two bigrams of “ (Semicon-
ductor)” and “ (Foundry)”. Obviously, these two bigrams
are subsets of the discovered quadgram of “ (Semi-
conductor Foundry)”. If the two bigrams of “ (Semi-
conductor)” and “ (Foundry)” are in the original word
lexicon, how to handle this problem is an issue for the
proposed new word discovery approach. In the proposed
scheme, the two bigrams of “ (Semiconductor)” and
“ (Foundry)” are replaced by the quadgram of “
(Semiconductor Foundry)” because the quadgram usually
generates more abundant semantics than bigrams. However,
when the number of news titles in the same news cate-
gory contain the two bigrams “ (Semiconductor)” and
“ (Foundry)” exceeds an assigned percentage thresh-
old, the proposed scheme simultaneously preserves the dis-
covered quadgram of “ (Semiconductor Foundry)”
and these two bigrams “ (Semiconductor)” and
“ (Foundry)” in the word lexicon. The proposed new
word discovery approach is summarized as follows.

Step 1. Generate all combinations of segmented words
from 1-gram to n-grams for a Chinese news title with n

separated Chinese words as possible new words, and com-
pute their uniformity values using (2).

Step 2. Preserve possible new words with corresponding
uniformity values exceeding an assigned threshold as can-
didate new words.

Step 3. Generate new words by eliminating candidate new
words in the original word lexicon.

Step 4. Determine whether subsets of discovered new
words are contained in the original word lexicon to de-
termine which strategy should be used for new word gen-
eration.

Case 1. When subsets of the discovered new words are not
in the original word lexicon, then all word segmentation
outcomes are considered new words and recommended to
linguistic experts for final confirmation.

Case 2. When subsets of discovered new words are in the
original word lexicon, then few-grams are replaced by
multi-grams based on semantic consideration except the
number of news titles categorized in the same news cat-
egory containing the few-grams is over an assigned per-
centage threshold.

Figure 5 shows the implemented ECScanner with new
word discovery mechanism, which provides the Chinese
word segmentation service by the SOAP web service.
Additionally, the system provides simultaneously Chinese
word segmentation results from CKIP with an unknown
word guessing scheme and the proposed ECScanner with
a uniformity-based new word discovery scheme. Experi-
mental results discussed later prove that the performance
of Chinese word segmentation of the proposed ECScanner
with new word discovery mechanism is superior to CKIP
with new word guessing mechanism.

In addition, new word discovery schemes have difficulty
producing completely correct new words. In other words,
when the lexicon in a Chinese word segmentation system
completely accepts all new words discovered from a new
word discovery scheme, the precision rate of the Chinese
word segmentation scheme will gradually decline with time.
A relatively better strategy is to develop a new word man-
agement system that provides a friendly interface for lin-
guistic experts to assess whether the discovered new words
should be formally accepted as new words or rejected as
un-meaningful words through an administrator interface. In
our experiments, two linguistic experts from Department of
Chinese Literature of National Chengchi University were
invited to assess the discovered new words [36]. Figure 6
presents the user interface of the implemented new word
management system, which has three operational modes—
accept, reject or recommend—to assist linguistic experts
in determining whether candidate words discovered by the
proposed new word discovery scheme should be accepted
as formal new words or rejected as un-meaningful words.
After the new words are confirmed by linguistic experts,
the Chinese word lexicon in ECScanner is immediately up-
dated based on the planning execution time managed by
the schedule agent. To promote the efficiency of maintain-
ing new words, all reject new words confirmed by linguis-
tic experts will not be recommended as likely new words
again in the proposed system. This mechanism will grad-
ually reduce the working load of linguistic experts with
time.
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Fig. 5 The Chinese word segmentation system ECScanner

Fig. 6 The news words management interface for determining whether the candidate words should be accepted as formal new words or rejected
as un-meaningful words by linguistic experts

5 The proposed two-phase scheme for tracking
user-interested news events

This section details how to modify the cosine measure to
propose the two-phase scheme for tracking user-interested
news events.

5.1 The cosine measure for evaluating the similarity
between two news events

The news database retrieved from the Internet by the news
crawler agent contains a large number of news events and
grows very rapidly. The news crawler agent actively ex-
tracts everyday news events on the Google news aggrega-
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tor according to running time scheduled by the schedule
agent. To improve the computational efficiency and accu-
racy in tracking user-interested news events, the news event
monitoring agent system employed the proposed two-phase
scheme based on the cosine measure [34] for determining
whether the user-interested news events are in the news data-
base, then the user-interested news events are dispatched to
individual users. In the first phase, the cosine measure was
first applied to identify the similarity degrees between user-
interested news events and news stories/categories classi-
fied together by the Google news aggregator, which contains
news events reported by various news media. Consequently,
the proposed scheme avoids comparing user-interested news
events with each news event stored in the news database,
thus promoting the computational efficiency while calcu-
lating similarity degrees for tracking user-interested news
events in the first phase. A stronger property than the other
similarity measures is that the cosine similarity does not de-
pend on the length [34]. This allows documents with the
same composition, but different totals to be treated identi-
cally which makes this the most popular measure for text
documents. Also, due to this property, samples can be nor-
malized to the unit sphere for more efficient processing [37].
Next, the first phase for tracking user-interested news events
is presented as follows.

Suppose that the union term set obtained from the news
event A and news events categorized in the qth news cat-
egory contains a total of k linguistic terms extracted from
news titles using a Chinese word segmentation system. The
similarity degree between the news event A with the qth
news story/category measured by the cosine measure can be
formulated as

Sim(A,Cq) =
∑k

i=1 tAi tCq i√∑k
i=1 t2

Ai

∑k
i=1 t2

Cqi

(3)

where A = (tA1, tA2, . . . , tAi, . . . , tAk) and Cq = (tCq1, tCq2,

. . . , tCq i , . . . , tCqk) represent respectively the term vectors
of the user-interested news event A and the qth news
story/category, tAi and tCq i stand for the binary term weights
of the ith term in the user-interested news event A and the
qth news story/category, respectively.

In (3), the corresponding binary term weight in the term
vector is assigned as 1 when the term appears in the ti-
tle of a news event; otherwise, the term weight is assigned
as 0. This is because all term weights measured by term fre-
quency have the same weight when two term vectors com-
puting similarity by cosine measure contains no duplicate
terms to each other. In this case, frequency information will
degenerate into binary information. In other words, this sit-
uation is equal to computing similarity between two term
vectors by binary term weights. In this study, news title was
only considered information to track user-interested news

events. Generally, news titles appear infrequently duplicate
terms, this is the main reason that binary term weights were
adopted to represent the term vectors of user-interested news
event and news story/category while computing similarities
between a user-interested news event with the news events
stored in the news database by cosine measure. In the first
phase, if similarities between a user-interested news event
and the news stories/categories stored in the news data-
base exceed an assigned threshold of the cosine measure,
then these news stories/categories are preserved as candidate
news stories/categories, and the second phase begins for fur-
ther processing; otherwise, the news stories/categories are
filtered out from the news stories/categories. In the second
phase, the proposed scheme utilized the average modified
cosine measure for each news event in the candidate news
stories/categories to measure further the similarities between
the user-interested news event and the candidate news sto-
ries/categories. In this work, the cosine measure is also em-
ployed to measure the similarity between two news events.

Suppose that the union terms’ set obtained from the user-
interested new event A and news event B contains a total of
k linguistic terms extracted from news titles by a Chinese
word segmentation system. The similarity degree between
two news events measured by the cosine measure can be
formulated as

Sim(A,B) =
∑k

i=1 tAi tBi√∑k
i=1 t2

Ai

∑k
i=1 t2

Bi

(4)

where A = (tA1, tA2, . . . , tAi, . . . , tAk) and B = (tB1, tB2,

. . . , tBi, . . . , tBk) represent respectively the term vectors of
the user-interested news event A and the news event B cate-
gorized in a news category which passes an assigned thresh-
old of similarity degree in the first phase, tAi and tBi stand
for the binary term weights of the ith term in the user-
interested news event A and the news event B , respectively.

In (4), the corresponding binary term weight in the term
vector is assigned 1 when the term appears in the title of
news event; otherwise, the term weight is 0. Next, this study
gives two examples to illustrate why and how the cosine
measure is employed to compute the similarity between
two news events with binary term weights, not the distance
measure employed. Suppose that the news events A and B

are identified two and four separated Chinese terms from
the news titles after performing Chinese word segmentation
process, respectively. Further suppose that the terms t2 and
t3 appear in the news title A, and the terms t1, t2, t4, and t5
appear in the news title B . Based on the proposed computing
formula of similarity degree between two news events mea-
sured by the cosine measure, the union terms’ set obtained
from the new event A and news event B contains a total
of 5 linguistic terms. That is, the term set {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5}
is employed to represent each news event according to the
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corresponding term that appears in each news event. Thus,
the news events A and B are represented as term vectors
(0,1,1,0,0) and (1,1,0,1,1) based on the union terms’ set
obtained from the new event A and news event B . The simi-
larity between the news events A and B is equal to 1√

8
based

on the proposed cosine measure, but the similarity between
the news events A and B is equal to 1

5 based on the distance
measure.

Taking another example, suppose that the term t1 appears
in the news title C, and the terms t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5 appear
in the news title D. In this case, the term set {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5}
is employed to represent each news event according to the
corresponding term that appears in each news event. Thus,
the news events C and D are represented as term vectors
(1,0,0,0,0) and (1,1,1,1,1) based on the union terms’ set
obtained from the new event C and news event D. The simi-
larity between the news events C and D is equal to 1√

5
based

on the proposed cosine measure, but the similarity between
the news events C and D is also equal to 1

5 based on the dis-
tance measure. In the two cases mentioned-above, it is very
obvious that the distance measure cannot identify the dif-
ference of both the cases. By contrast, the proposed cosine
measure can identify that the second case is more similar
than the first case. The reason is that the distance measure
only considers the occupied proportion of the same terms
in the union terms’ set while measuring similarity between
two news events, but it ignores the occupied proportion of
differentiated terms to each other. In other words, the dis-
tance measure is inappropriate to measure two term vectors,
which have different term dimensions like the solving prob-
lem in the study.

5.2 The modified cosine measure with term semantics for
evaluating the similarity between two news events

Moreover, considering only the similarity degree deter-
mined by the cosine measure cannot completely reveal
a term’s semantics. For example, the similarity degree
of news titles “ (Individual investors overbuy
Taiwan stocks) (Foreign invertors oversell Taiwan
stocks)”, and “ (Individual investors oversell Tai-
wan stocks) (Foreign invertors overbuy Taiwan
stocks)” measured by cosine measure is equal to 1 since
both the news titles include the same set of Chinese lin-
guistic terms, i.e., (Individual investors)/ (Overbuy)/

(Taiwan stocks)/ (Foreign investors)/ (Oversell),
after the Chinese word segmentation process. This similar-
ity degree evaluated by cosine measure implies that both
news events are completely identical in terms of semantics,
but have inverse meanings from the perspective of natural
language. To consider a term’s semantics for promoting the
accuracy when tracking user-interested news events, the pro-
posed hamming distance was applied to modify the cosine

measure for measuring the similarity degree between two
news events with increased precision. The proposed ham-
ming distance for both the news events can be computed
using the following formula:

HAB =
m∑

i=1

|L(TAi) − L(TBi)| (5)

where L(TAi) and L(TBi) represents respectively the trans-
formed location index values of the ith term that appears
simultaneously in the titles of both the user-interested news
event A and news event B , m is the total number of terms
that appear simultaneously in the titles of both the user-
interested news event A and news event B .

Next, this study gives an example explaining how to
compute the hamming distance between two news events.
Suppose that the news event A contains four terms after
performing the Chinese word segmentation process, and
the term set of news event A is represented as T (A) =
{t1, t2, t3, t4}. To compute hamming distance, term set T (A)

must be transformed into a location vector based on the
order in which terms appear. For example, the trans-
formed location vector of term set T (A) is represented as
L(A) = (1,2,3,4) for the corresponding term set T (A) =
{t1, t2, t3, t4}. Moreover, suppose that the term sets of an-
other two news events B and C are T (B) = {t1, t3, t5} and
T (C) = {t1, t5, t3}, respectively. Similarly, the transformed
location vectors for both B and C are L(B) = (1,2,3) for
term sets T (B) = {t1, t3, t5}, as well as L(C) = (1,2,3) for
term set T (C) = {t1, t5, t3}. Therefore, the hamming dis-
tances between news event A with the news events B and C

can be computed as

HAB = |1 − 1| + |3 − 2| = 1,

HAC = |1 − 1| + |3 − 3| = 0.

Based on computed results for hamming distances, news
events A and C have more similar semantics than news
events A and B as hamming distance HAB is larger than
hamming distance HAC . To consider both similarity degree
and news title semantics simultaneously when tracking user-
interested news events, the modified cosine measure is ex-
pressed as

Msim(A,B) =
(

1 − HAB

Max(H)

)
× Sim(A,B) (6)

where Max(H) represents the maximum hamming distance
among the user-interested news event A with all tracking
news events.

In the second phase, the modified cosine measure is fur-
ther employed to evaluate similarities between the user-
interested news event A and candidate news stories/categor-
ies obtained during the first phase. In the second phase, when
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similarities between the user-interested news event A and
news events categorized in the candidate stories/categories
measured by the modified cosine measure exceed an as-
signed threshold, then the news events in the candidate news
stories/categories are viewed as qualified news events. Only
qualified news events can participate in computing the av-
erage modified similarity for judging user-interested news
events. That is because, although the classification accuracy
rate of Google news is very high, the employed automated
process cannot absolutely guarantee no any misclassified
news events in some news category. To consider qualified
news events aims at filtering out misclassified news events
while calculating the average modified similarity to recom-
mend news stories/category with highest average modified
similarity to individual users. This consideration is helpful
to promote the accuracy rate of tracking user-interested news
events as well as reduce computational complexity. The pro-
posed average modified similarity is formulated as

Avg_Msim(A,Cj ) =
∑n

l=1 Msim(A,Nl(q))

n
,

j = 1,2, . . . , p (7)

where Avg_Msim(A,Cj ) represents the average modified
similarity of the user-interested news event A with the set
of the qualified news events contained in the j th candidate
story/category, Nl(q) is the lth qualified new event catego-
rized in the j th candidate news category Cj , p is the total
number of candidate news stories/categories obtained in the
first phase, and n is the number of qualified news events in
the j th candidate news stories/category.

5.3 The operation procedure of the proposed two-phase
scheme for tracking user-interested news events

Finally, the proposed two-phase scheme employs the aver-
age modified similarity to recommend news stories/category
with highest average modified similarity to individual users.
In summary, the proposed two-phase scheme for tracking
user-interested news events can be summarized as

Step 1. In the first phase, compute the similarities between
user-interested news events and all news stories/categories
contained in the news database by (3).

Step 2. When the similarities between a user-interested
news event and the news stories/categories computed
in Step 1 exceed an assigned similarity threshold, then
these news stories/categories are retained as candidate
news stories/categories, and the proposed scheme enters
the second phase, i.e., Step 3; otherwise, the news sto-
ries/categories are filtered out from the consideration of
news stories/categories.

Step 3. When the similarities between a user-interested
news event and the news events categorized in the can-
didate news stories/categories—computed in Step 2—
exceed an assigned similarity, then these news events are
viewed as qualified news events and are preserved for com-
puting the average modified similarity, i.e., Step 4; other-
wise, the news events are eliminated from the candidate
stories/categories.

Step 4. Compute the average modified similarities between
the user-interested news event and the qualified news
events in the candidate news stories/categories obtained
in Step 3 by (7).

Step 5. Rank the average modified similarities computed in
Step 4 and recommend the news story/category with the
highest average modified similarity as the user-interested
news story/category to individual users.

6 Experiments

The personalized e-news event monitoring agent system was
published on the web site http://dlll.nccu.edu.tw/~rank/navs/
index.php to provide e-news monitoring service for track-
ing user-interested Chinese news events. Currently, the pro-
posed system was implemented on a high-performance com-
puter server with Linux operation system and two proces-
sors. The Apache web server, PHP language, and MySQL
database were employed to develop the proposed agent sys-
tem. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed agent
system, the system randomly selected news events from the
news database as user-interested news events to perform
the evaluation of the recall and precision rates while track-
ing user-interested news events. Additionally, our experi-
ments also respectively compare the accuracy rates of track-
ing user-interested news events using the traditional Chinese
word segmentation system CKIP and the proposed Chinese
word segmentation system ECScanner with new word ex-
tension mechanism.

6.1 The database information of the gathered Google news

At present, the news crawler agent has collected a large
number of news events from Google news site [38] and
stored them in MySQL database. Table 1 illustrates the sum-
marization information of the gathered Google news. The
summarization information indicates that there are totally
1191065 news events, which are contained in 60269 cate-
gories, downloaded from Google news site.

Additionally, this study found that the number of news
events per category is between 2 to 20 in most parts of
news categories from the statistic results listed in Table 2.
In other words, about eighty percent news categories only
contain few number of news events. This phenomenon

http://dlll.nccu.edu.tw/~rank/navs/index.php
http://dlll.nccu.edu.tw/~rank/navs/index.php
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Table 1 The summarization information of the gathered Google news

Item Description

The dates of collection news From 2004-11-9 to 2006-6-16; about 584 days

The number of news events 1191065 news events

The number of news categories 60269 categories

The average number of news events per day 2039.49 news events / day

The average number of news events per category 19.76 news events / category

The news category with maximum number of news events 3007 news events

The news category with minimum number of news events 2 news events

Table 2 The statistic information of Google news based on the number of news events per category

The range of the number of news events The number of news categories Percentage of news categories

2–5 13735 22.79%

5–10 18201 30.20%

10–20 14684 24.36%

20–50 9521 15.80%

50–100 2559 4.24%

100–200 1023 1.70%

200–500 424 0.70%

500–1000 95 0.16%

1000–2000 23 0.04%

2000– 4 0.01%

leads to difficulty while determining the statistic para-
meters of document-frequency-based new word discovery
scheme [39]; therefore, this study presents a uniformity-
based new words discovery scheme mentioned in Sect. 4.2
to overcome this problem.

Moreover, to evaluate the performance of tracking user-
interested news events, the total number of news categories
sampled from the entire gathered news database is 1436,
the total number of news events contained in the sampled
news categories is 30071, and the number of news events
randomly selected from the gathered news database as user-
interested news events for evaluating the performance of
tracking news events is 1000. Table 3 shows the detailed
information of the sampling news events in the experi-
ment.

In our experiments, the proposed ECScanner with new
words’ extension mechanism and the Chinese word segmen-
tation system CKIP, were simultaneously applied to perform
Chinese word segmentation process in order to compare
the performance of tracking user-interested news events.
The initial word lexicon in the proposed Chinese word seg-
mentation system ECScanner which totally contains 50104
(i.e. 39535 + 10569 = 50104) Chinese words was obtained
mainly from the word lexicon in Academia Sinica [40] and
CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme [19]. Further-
more, the total number of new words discovered from the

archival news database by the proposed new words’ exten-
sion approach for ECScanner is 1960 (i.e. 2652 − 692 =
1960). This is because 692 words from the intersection
words between both the lexicon databases discovered by
CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme and the pro-
posed uniformity-based new words’ extension scheme must
be deducted. Therefore, about four percent new words are
included into the lexicon of ECScanner. Restated, the total
number of Chinese words in the word lexicon of ECScanner
is 52064 (i.e. 50104 + 1960 = 52064) in this experiment.
Table 4 shows the distributions of lexicon words from 2-
grams to 8-grams based on the sampled 1436 news cate-
gories. Table 5 displays the comparison of new words dis-
covered by CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme and
the proposed uniformity-based words’ extension scheme.

6.2 Tracking user-interested news events based on Chinese
word segmentation system CKIP using single-phase
scheme

Next, the proposed cosine measure with an assigned thresh-
old as (3) was used to measure the similarity for tracking
user-interested news events based on Chinese word segmen-
tation system CKIP. In this approach, the union terms’ set of
a user-interested news event with a news event contained in
a randomly sampling news category is used to construct the
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Table 3 The detailed information of the sampling news events in our experiment

Item Description

The total number of news events 30071 news events

The total number of news categories 1436 categories

The average number of news events per day 1768.88 stories/day

The average number of news events per category 20.94 news events/category

The maximum number of news events in the sampling news categories 708 news events

The minimum number of news events in the sampling news categories 2 news events

Table 4 The distributions of lexicon words from 2-grams to 8-grams based on the sampled 1436 news categories listed in Table 3

The gathered scheme of Chinese terms 2-grams 3-grams 4-grams 5-grams 6-grams 7-grams 8-grams Total

Chinese terms gathered from Academia
Sinica lexicon [40]

27079 8902 3339 159 44 11 1 39535

Chinese terms gathered from CKIP with
unknown word guessing scheme based
on the sampled 1436 news categories

6156 3080 896 297 92 36 12 10569

Chinese terms gathered from the
proposed uniformity-based new words
discovery scheme based on the sampled
1436 news categories

677 445 1530 – – – – 2652

Table 5 The comparison of new words discovered by CKIP with unknown word guessing scheme and the proposed uniformity-based new words’
extension scheme

Proposed scheme The intersection words between both the
lexicon databases discovered from CKIP
with unknown term guessing scheme and
the proposed uniformity-based new
words’ discovery scheme

The difference words between both the
lexicon databases discovered from CKIP
with unknown term guessing scheme and
the proposed uniformity-based new
words’ discovery scheme

The proposed uniformity-based
new words’ discovery scheme

692 (26.09%) 1960 (73.91%)

terms’ vectors for evaluating the similarity of user-interested
news event with sampled news category by cosine mea-
sure. If similarities between a user-interested news event
with all randomly testing news stories/categories stored in
the news database are lower than a similarity threshold de-
termined by the user, then the proposed e-news event moni-
toring agent system will treat the user-interested news event
as unknown news events; otherwise, the proposed system
will recommend the tracking news category with the high-
est similarity among all tracking news categories as a user-
interested news event. To demonstrate the performance of
the proposed agent system, the system randomly selected
news events from some news category archived in the news
database as user-interested news events for simulating track-
ing user-interested news events to perform the evaluation
of the recall and precision rates. If the decision category
of a randomly selected news event judged by the proposed
scheme is the same with its original category categorized

by the Google news site, then the outcome of tracking user-
interested news event is viewed as correct; otherwise, it is
viewed as incorrect. Therefore, the proposed system can au-
tomatically evaluate the recall and accuracy rates based on
the outcomes of automatically grouping related headlines
into a news story/category in Google news site. Table 6
displays the experimental results of tracking user-interested
news events using a single cosine measure based on Chinese
word segmentation system CKIP.

Fig. 7 reveals the relationships of recall, unknown and
precision rates with various thresholds based on Chinese
word segmentation system CKIP. From the experimental
results illustrated as Fig. 7, the precision rate will be obvi-
ously promoted while using a high similarity threshold, but
the recall rate will be descended with using a high similarity
threshold. Additionally, the experimental results also reveal
that the promotion of precision rate derives from the reduc-
tion of the recall rate as well as the promotion of unknown
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Table 6 The experimental results of tracking user-interested news events using cosine measure with single threshold based on Chinese word
segmentation system CKIP

Similarity
threshold

The number of
correct news events

The number of
incorrect news
events

The number of
unknown news events

Recall rate Unknown rate Precision rate

0.1 685 311 4 68.50% 0.40% 68.78%

0.2 676 291 33 67.60% 3.30% 69.91%

0.3 651 235 114 65.10% 11.40% 73.48%

0.4 575 171 254 57.50% 25.40% 77.08%

0.5 480 108 412 48.00% 41.20% 81.63%

Table 7 The experimental results of tracking user-interested news events using cosine measure with single threshold based on Chinese word
segmentation system ECScanner

Similarity
threshold

The number of
correct news events

The number of
incorrect news
events

The number of
unknown news events

Recall rate Unknown rate Precision rate

0.1 724 272 4 72.40% 0.40% 72.69%

0.2 715 248 37 71.50% 3.70% 74.25%

0.3 683 196 121 68.30% 12.10% 77.70%

0.4 596 140 264 59.60% 26.40% 80.98%

0.5 478 80 442 47.80% 44.20% 85.66%

Fig. 7 Relationships of recall, unknown and precision rates with vari-
ous thresholds based on Chinese word segmentation system CKIP

rate. It is obviously that this approach is not a good scheme
to perform tracking user-interested news events. The pro-
posed average modified similarity measure with dual thresh-
olds will reveal affective promotion while tracking user-
interested news events, and called as two-phase approach in
this study.

6.3 Tracking user-interested news events based on Chinese
word segmentation system ECScanner using single
phase scheme

Table 7 displays the experimental results of tracking user-
interested news events using cosine measure with a single

Fig. 8 Relationships of recall, unknown and precision rates with var-
ious thresholds based on Chinese word segmentation system ECScan-
ner

threshold based on the proposed Chinese word segmenta-
tion system ECScanner. Moreover, Fig. 8 reveals the rela-
tionships of recall, unknown and precision rates with var-
ious thresholds based on Chinese word segmentation sys-
tem ECScanner. To compare with the experimental results
listed in Table 6, the experimental results listed in Table 7
demonstrate that the proposed Chinese word segmentation
system ECScanner with new words’ extension mechanism
is indeed helpful to promote the accuracy rate of tracking
user-interested news events.
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Table 8 The experimental results of tracking user-interested news events using the modified similarity-measure with dual thresholds based on
Chinese word segmentation system CKIP

The first
threshold

The second
threshold

The number of
correct news
events

The number of
incorrect news
events

The number of
unknown news
events

Recall rate Unknown
rate

Precision
rate

0.1 0.4 693 239 68 69.30% 6.80% 74.36%

0.5 703 165 132 70.30% 13.20% 80.99%

0.6 672 133 195 67.20% 19.50% 83.48%

0.7 656 91 253 65.60% 25.30% 87.82%

0.8 603 60 337 60.30% 33.70% 90.95%

0.2 0.4 682 219 99 68.20% 9.90% 75.69%

0.5 681 157 162 68.10% 16.20% 81.26%

0.6 656 123 221 65.60% 22.10% 84.21%

0.7 646 84 270 64.60% 27.00% 88.49%

0.8 592 56 352 59.20% 35.20% 91.36%

0.3 0.4 650 199 151 65.00% 15.10% 76.56%

0.5 647 147 206 64.70% 20.60% 81.49%

0.6 627 115 258 62.70% 25.80% 84.50%

0.7 619 76 305 61.90% 30.50% 89.06%

0.8 567 50 383 56.70% 38.30% 91.90%

6.4 Tracking user-interested news events based on Chinese
word segmentation system CKIP using two-phase
scheme

To improve the flaw of high recall rate and low precision rate
while tracking user-interested news events by the service
provided in Google news alert, this study presents a two-
phase scheme using the proposed modified similarity mea-
sure to track user-interested new events based on Chinese
word segmentation system CKIP. Our goal aims at promot-
ing the precision rate as well as also keeping a high recall
rate while tracking user-interested news events. From the ex-
perimental results mentioned in Sects. 6.2 and 6.3, this study
summarized that the recall rate is negative relevant with the
similarity threshold of the used cosine measure. To keep a
high recall rate, the proposed two-phase scheme employed
the cosine measure with a low similarity threshold to filter
out irrelevant news categories in the first phase, and then ap-
plied the average modified similarity measure with a high
similarity threshold in the second phase to further eliminate
those irrelevant news events, thus obtaining a high precise
rate as well as keeping a satisfied recall rate while tracking
user-interested news events.

Table 8 displays the experimental results of tracking
user-interested news events using the proposed two-phase
scheme based on Chinese word segmentation system CKIP.
From the experimental results listed in Table 8, this study
found that the recall rate almost keeps unchangeableness un-
der the setting first similarity threshold even the second sim-

Fig. 9 Relationships of recall rate with various dual thresholds based
on Chinese word segmentation system CKIP

ilarity threshold is increased. Consequently, this study im-
proved the precision rate by promoting the second threshold
while tracking user-interested news events.

Figure 9 shows the relationships of recall rate with vari-
ous thresholds for the proposed two-phase scheme based on
Chinese word segmentation system CKIP. The results also
reveal that using a low threshold in the first phase bene-
fits the promotion of recall rate. Figure 10 shows the rela-
tionships of precision rate with various thresholds for the
proposed two-phase scheme based on Chinese word seg-
mentation system CKIP. The results reveal that using a high
threshold in the second phase benefits the promotion of the
precision rate regardless of the similarity thresholds set in
the first phase. Figure 11 shows the relationships of un-
known rate with various thresholds based on Chinese word
segmentation system CKIP. The results reveal that using
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Table 9 The experimental results of tracking user-interested news events using the modified similarity-measure with dual thresholds based on
Chinese word segmentation system ECScanner

The first
threshold

The second
threshold

The number of
correct news
events

The number of
incorrect news
events

The number of
unknown news
events

Recall rate Unknown
rate

Precision
rate

0.1 0.4 702 220 78 70.20% 7.80% 76.14%

0.5 715 140 145 71.50% 14.50% 83.63%

0.6 685 118 197 68.50% 19.70% 85.31%

0.7 650 88 262 65.00% 26.20% 88.08%

0.8 595 53 352 59.50% 35.20% 91.82%

0.2 0.4 685 202 113 68.50% 11.30% 77.23%

0.5 700 124 176 70.00% 17.60% 84.95%

0.6 668 105 227 66.80% 22.70% 86.42%

0.7 638 80 282 63.80% 28.20% 88.86%

0.8 584 48 368 58.40% 36.80% 92.41%

0.3 0.4 660 175 165 66.00% 16.50% 79.04%

0.5 667 118 215 66.70% 21.50% 84.97%

0.6 641 99 260 64.10% 26.00% 86.62%

0.7 613 74 313 61.30% 31.30% 89.23%

0.8 564 45 391 56.40% 39.10% 92.61%

Fig. 10 Relationships of precision rate with various dual thresholds
based on Chinese word segmentation system CKIP

a small threshold in the first phase can obtain a low un-
known rate. In summary, the proposed two-phase scheme
concluded that using a low similarity threshold in the first
phase and a high threshold in the second phase to ob-
tain a high precision rate, an acceptable unknown rate and
a satisfied recall rate while tracking user-interested news
events.

6.5 Tracking user-interested news events based on Chinese
word segmentation system ECScanner using two-phase
scheme

Similarly, the proposed ECScanner with new words’ ex-
tension mechanism also provides benefits to promote the
accuracy rate of tracking user-interested news events for

Fig. 11 Relationships of unknown rate with various dual thresholds
based on Chinese word segmentation system CKIP

the proposed two-phase scheme. Table 9 illustrates the ex-
perimental results of tracking user-interested news events
using the modified similarity-measure with dual thresh-
olds based on Chinese word segmentation system EC-
Scanner. Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the relationships
of the recall rate, precision rate and unknown rate with
various thresholds for the proposed two-phase scheme
based on Chinese word segmentation system ECScanner,
respectively. The experimental results confirmed that the
promotion of accuracy rates of tracking user-interested
news events is very obvious specially while using the
proposed two-phase scheme with low first threshold and
high second threshold for tracking user-interested news
events.
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Table 10 A randomly selected news title for identifying entire sentence as several separated words by linguistic experts, CKIP with unknown
term guessing scheme and the ECscanner with the proposed uniformity-based new words discovery scheme

New title randomly selected from the
archival news database

:

(Pan-green alliance said that pan-blue alliance push the recall vote or topple the
cabinet, and the purpose of politics strife is to take over power)

The Chinese word segmentation results
by linguistic experts

(Pan-Green Alliance)/ (Pan-Blue Alliance)/ (Recall Vote)/ (Topple the
Cabinet)/ (Politics)/ (Strife)/ (Purpose)/** (Take Over Power)

The Chinese word segmentation results
by CKIP with unknown word guessing
scheme

(Pan-Green Alliance)/* (Pan-Blue Alliance Push)/ (Recall
Vote)/ (Topple the Cabinet)/ (Politics)/ (Strife)/ (Purpose)

The Chinese word segmentation results
by the proposed uniformity-based new
word discovery scheme

(Pan-Green Alliance)/* (Pan-Blue Alliance Push)/ (Recall
Vote)/ (Topple the Cabinet)/ (Politics)/ (Strife)/ (Purpose)/** (Take
Over Power)

Fig. 12 Relationships of recall rate with various dual thresholds based
on Chinese word segmentation system ECScanner

Fig. 13 Relationships of precision rate with various dual thresholds
based on Chinese word segmentation system ECScanner

6.6 Evaluating performance for Chinese word
segmentation system ECScanner with new words’
discovery scheme

In this section, the precision rates of Chinese word segmen-
tation schemes, which include identifying Chinese news ti-
tles as separated words by linguistic experts, CKIP with un-
known term guessing scheme and the ECScanner with the
proposed uniformity-based new word discovery scheme, are
compared, respectively. Table 10 displays a randomly se-
lected Chinese news title for identifying entire sentence as
several separated words by various schemes. Moreover, Ta-

Fig. 14 Relationships of unknown rate with various dual thresholds
based on Chinese word segmentation system ECScanner

ble 11 illustrates the statistic results of Chinese word seg-
mentation by CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme
and the ECScanner with the proposed uniformity-based new
word discovery scheme for the news title listed in Table 10.
In the results, the notation “**” stands for the new words
that have been identified by Chinese language experts, but
the CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme cannot iden-
tify them well. The notation “*” stands for the incorrect
new words identified by both the CKIP with unknown term
guessing scheme and ECscanner with the proposed scheme
of new word discovery. The results show that the ECscan-
ner with the proposed new words’ discovery scheme is su-
perior to the CKIP with unknown words guessing scheme
in terms of the number of identifying correct words and the
number of unknown words. Furthermore, one hundred news
titles are randomly sampled from the gathered news data-
base for evaluating the performances of two Chinese word
segmentation systems. Table 12 illustrates the compared re-
sults for two Chinese word segmentation systems. The ex-
perimental results demonstrate that the proposed Chinese
word segmentation system ECScanner with new words’ ex-
tension mechanism is indeed helpful to promote the accu-
racy and recall rates of Chinese word segmentation as well
as reduce the unknown rate of Chinese word segmenta-
tion.
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Table 11 The statistic results of Chinese word segmentation by CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme and the ECScanner with the proposed
uniformity-based new word discovery scheme for the news title listed in Table 10

Compared scheme The number of
correct words

The number of
incorrect words

The number of
unknown words

The Chinese word segmentation results by CKIP
with unknown term guessing scheme

6 1 1

The Chinese word segmentation results by
ECScanner with the proposed uniformity-based new
word discovery scheme

7 1 0

Table 12 The performance comparison of Chinese word segmentation for CKIP with unknown term guessing scheme and ECScanner with the
proposed uniformity-based new word discovery scheme for one hundred news titles randomly selected from the gathered news database

Compared scheme Recall rate Precision rate Unknown rate

The Chinese word segmentation results by CKIP
with unknown word guessing scheme

88.96% 95.39% 6.75%

The Chinese word segmentation results by the
proposed entropy-based new word discovery scheme

93.25% 96.82% 3.68%

7 Discussion

This section analyzes the characteristics of our proposed
scheme and discusses some possible enhancements that
should be investigated in the future.

7.1 Determining the uniformity threshold for the proposed
uniformity-based new words discovery scheme

Currently, the uniformity threshold of the proposed unifor-
mity-based new words discovery scheme was determined by
linguistic experts according to heuristic trying processes for
discovering the possible Chinese new words from Google
news corpuses. At present, how to appropriately determine
the used uniformity threshold lacks a good scheme for the
proposed uniformity-based new words discovery scheme.
In general, a strict threshold value will reduce the number
of possible candidate new words. On the contrary, a loose
threshold value will lead to over large number of candidate
new words. To avoid incorrect news words included in the
lexicon, linguistic experts can determine that the discovered
new words are formally accepted as new words or rejected
as un-meaningful words by an administrator interface. This
mechanism can avoid that incorrect news words are included
in the lexicon. From the experimental results of this study
show that the developed Chinese words’ discovery scheme
is indeed helpful to lexicon-based Chinese word segmenta-
tion system to promote the accuracy rate of tracking user-
interested news events.

7.2 Constructing automatically synonyms for promoting
the accuracy rate of tracking user-interested news
events

The most search engines like Google alert track user-
interested new events utilizing a full-indexing scheme
with keyword matching. However, the key word matching
scheme usually suppose the user can give an appropriate
searching query while using a searching engine for informa-
tion retrieval, so that using over one searching query occurs
frequently. If a user query can be automatically extended
based on a synonyms lexicon database, then the extended
mechanism can effectively promote the recall rates of search
engines. Clearly, the synonyms lexicon database will also
provide benefits for the proposed personalized e-news mon-
itoring agent system for promoting the recall rate of tracking
user-interested news events.

7.3 How the proposed system could perform with other
language news events

Actually, the proposed two-phase approach for tracking
user-interested news events can also be employed to track
the other language news events except Chinese news events.
The main difference is that Chinese news events must per-
form word segmentation process to identify meaningful sep-
arated phrases for tracking user-interested news events, but
the identification of distinct words in texts is natural and triv-
ial task for some languages, such as English news event.
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7.4 Incorporating how important a term into the similarity
measure to reflect different influences of different
terms in a news title

Currently, this study employed the binary term weight to
represent a news event as the term vector for the used co-
sine similarity measure while tracking user-interested news
events. Therefore, each term that appears in a news title will
be treated as identical importance. Although enabling users
to specify how important a term may be helpful to pro-
moting precision and accuracy of tracking user-interested
news events. However, specifying the term importance of
each separated term in a news event to track user-interested
news events will lead to degenerating the proposed topic-
tracking-based approach into the keyword-based approach
if some term is specified an over high term weight by a
user. Actually, the proposed topic-tracking-based approach
mainly focuses on improving the drawback of the keyword-
based scheme used in Google news alert for tracking user-
interested news event more accurately. Therefore, it is a log-
ical approach that considering each separated term that ap-
pears in a news title has the identical importance because
a complete news event consists of all separated terms. No
any term in a news title should be particularly ignored or
overemphasized its importance while tracking the long-term
developing tracks of a news story by the proposed topic-
tracking-based approach. Therefore, permitting individual
users to specify term importance for each separated term
that appears in a news title for tracking user-interested news
events was not considered in the study.

7.5 How to identify the difference of two news categories
with the identical average modified similarity but
containing different amounts of news events

In Google news site, a news category containing a large
amount of news events indicates that the descriptive news
event is concerned by much more news media. That is, this
news can be viewed as a hot, focus or popular news event.
Therefore, a news category containing large amount of news
events is more important than a news category containing
small amount of news events. Based on the aspect, this study
did not definitely conclude that a news category with much
more amount of news events than another news category
is more relevant with the user-interested news event when
these two news categories that contain different amounts of
news events have the identical average modified similarity.
To face this problem, the proposed scheme of tracking user-
interested news events will simultaneously recommend the
news categories, which have identical average modified sim-
ilarity with the user-interested news event, to users even they
contain different amounts of news events. To do so, users
will not lose any interested news information, but the news

category with much more news events than another news
category should indeed be assigned a higher priority to be
recommend to users because it is a relatively more impor-
tant news event. This mechanism can be easily implemented
by ranking the recommending order based on the amount of
news events that contain in each news category.

8 Conclusion

This study presents a personalized e-news event monitoring
agent system based on the proposed two-phase scheme that
retrieves user-interested news events from the Google News
site and dispatches immediately the discovered messages to
individual users using short messages to cell phones or by
e-mail to mailbox. In real-world applications, the proposed
agent system save a lot of manpower in monitoring user-
interested news events occurring worldwide and shorten
search time for everyday news events. The proposed agent
system accelerates the valuation of news events because the
news events often have time validity. Results of this study
demonstrate that the proposed agent system—based on set-
ting appropriate parameters and performing a Chinese word
segmentation process using the proposed ECScanner with a
new word extension mechanism for the proposed two-phase
scheme—obtains a satisfactory accuracy rate while tracking
user-interested Chinese news events.
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